
Design Review - Creative



Layout
Will be updated once we 
finalize location. Next 
steps:

● Life Safety
● 3D model
● CD Sets



Beat 0 - Entrance Facade
The marquee of the attraction is a looming Coney 
Island-style face in the likeness of Hot Dracula, leering 
at patrons as they buy tickets and wait in queue. This 
facade is the physical boundary between the outside 
world and the world of the attraction, acting as a 
doorway or magic circle guests step through to reach 
the rest of the haunt.

OUTSIDE





Color schemes
Neon, blacklight colors, creating an eerie “fun”, 
“playful” atmosphere



QUEUE entrance and facade
As my old haunt mentor George used to say, this should 
be our “holy sh*t” moment. We can choose the final 
design of this, and whether we would like to do a clown 
or vampire (or both) design. 



CARNIVAL ENTRANCE FACADE
This quick sketch I did is a cross between a few of the 
different references we gathered a few days ago. It leans 
more towards vampire/devil than clown. 

This will be the facade design we move forward with



Beat 1 - Carnival Grounds
Emerging from a hallway, guests are treated to an 
old-school carnival facade that dominates an expansive 
space. Their senses are overstimulated with flashing 
string lights, loud sideshow onomatopoeia, and delicious 
smells of food and prizes.

At the back of the room, looming over the entire scene, is 
the facade of a red-and-yellow carnival tent that draws 
guests forward. Its spire almost reaches the ceiling, and 
the flashing marquee sign informs guests that this is the 
main event.



Achieving Mood
“If you can make them laugh, they’re all yours”

● Setting a more playful tone for the first part of the haunt may 
aid later scares

● Let them let their guard down
● This is also an opportunity for them to admire setting and 

interact with actors, perhaps as they wait in line
● We always put our best actors on the lines, interacting with 

guests, poking fun, making jokes





Inspiration for Opening 
Room:

● The main focus 
of this area will 
be establishing 
theme and 
ambience

● Colorful lights, 
decorations, 
perhaps trash 
lying about like 
popcorn bags or 
carnival toys



Beat 2 - Drop Box Office
Stepping into the tent, guests walk past a box office that 
seems to be shuttered closed. Debris, like old tickets and 
popcorn bags, litter the floor, and the yellow 
incandescent bulb above flickers ominously. Then… 
BANG. Guests hear the drop panel before they swivel 
and look to see a carnie yell at them through the 
newly-opened window. This actor tells them to enjoy the 
show, ushering them through the poster-covered hallway 
into the main stage.



Beat 3 - Hot Dracula takes Center Stage
Pushing past the curtain, guests are greeted by Hot 
Dracula. This actor is on-stage and interacting with 
guests, until the actor from the DROP BOX OFFICE 
barges in and says they’re hungry. Hot Dracula gives the 
okay, and a third actor in the wings behind the guests will 
pop out to attack, pushing guests into the Funhouse.









Beat 4 - Punching Bag Pinball
Entering the first room of the funhouse, guests enter a 
room filled with hanging punching bags, dressed as 
clowns. As guests move around the first punching bag, 
they walk closer to the hidden vampire in the corner of 
the room. When this actor moves towards the guests, 
they are pushed through the punching bags into the 
other actor in the opposite corner



Fun House

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ufdddGgr03x7_Ln7KqrXxboMqL03u5AQCS_c4NX3c_k/edit?usp=sharing 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ufdddGgr03x7_Ln7KqrXxboMqL03u5AQCS_c4NX3c_k/edit?usp=sharing


Obstacle Room

● Color Scheme and Vibe: 
○ Moonlight Blue
○ Neon Red
○ Glow in the Dark Green
○ Dark, contrasting colors; victorian
○ Trophy room vibes
○ Stark contrast between stage and here



Obstacle Room
● What’s in it?

○ Hanging punching bags that people 
would be in people’s way and move 
around them; leads them into scare 
actors.

○ One punching bag has a phoning 
ringing in it.

○ Clothes, purses, keys, etc. on the floor
○ Where the people are first introduced to 

“something is not right” vibes
○ Scare actors have glow in the dark 

teeth; making fun of their victims



Beat 5 - Jack Attacks
In the corner of this room, a Jack-in-the-Box is placed 
on a small stage and is playing its pop-out song. 
However, before the song ends, the Jack pops out 
“early” and reaches over guests. An actor behind guests 
pops out from a curtain, lamenting that Jack always 
pops out early



Jack In The Box

● Located on stage 
● Pulls in both the red and 

neon tones of the other 
rooms

● Run down
● Clown face pops out 

○ Clown is almost corpse like
● Mask for face 

○ creepy kinda broken face



Beat 6 - Mirrors and Doors
In the last room of the Funhouse, guests enter a long 
hallway lined with crooked doorways, each more warped 
than the last. Overhead lights illuminate the vibrant glow 
paint splatters and mirror paper that cover the walls 
between doorways. 

At the end of the hall, guests can see an actor appear to 
block the exit. However, as they walk closer, they realize 
that straight ahead is a mirror, and the actor actually pops 
out from behind a door frame to scare guests. They still 
are blocking the “proper” exit, ushering the guests out of 
the frying pan and into the fire.



Mirror Doorways

● 4 Doorways with cutouts weird 
cutouts/curves

● Shattered mirrors on side walls 
(projections for the shatters)

● Doorways painted neon colors 
● Angled Mirror scare at the end

○ Mirror angled at the end of the hall makes you 
think there’s someone in front of you

○ Person is actually to the side and jumps out from 
the side to scare you

● Red/Blue Lighting 
● Possibly could play with curved doorways

https://youtu.be/Y6nBfmLWmB4?t=347


Beat 7 - Back of House
Exiting the funhouse, guests find themselves in a stark plain 
back-of-house hallway. Walls are painted like mobile trailers, 
acting like the office space of the carnival. A projected 
silhouette is seen chasing down a victim then biting their 
neck.

As they turn the corner, a figure is slammed against a 
window. A vampire starts draining this figure’s blood, but 
slowly drops them as the actor sees the guests. The actor 
then addresses the guests, saying they can no longer be 
allowed out now that they know the carnival’s secret. This 
actor then lunges at the guests, with an optional 
double-scare from the other side.



Color Scheme

● Beige/brown
● Bland walls
● Bright white lights
● Gasoline Smell
● Generator/AC hum



Synopsis

● Area represents a mobile office trailer 
where the carnival’s administrative 
work takes place

● Guests enter accidentally after 
attempting to exit the carnival

● Guests overhear 2 vampires talking 
about the purpose of the carnival 
behind a door & see the silhouettes

● Vampires realize they are being 
watched and jump out at 
guests/chase them away



Beat 8 - Carnival Raveyard
Guests are chased into the VIP lounge, which is 
currently hosting a celebratory party for a successful 
hunt. Flashing lights, dancing vampires, and electro 
remixes of classical music set the party scene for guests 
to crash. Hot Dracula notices guests first, then tells his 
thralls to attack the guests, pushing them through the 
room.



Notes

● Sorta like a nightclub vibe→ modern take on victorianism 
● Have like a bar serving blood and stuff as drinks
● Inspo:

○ Moulin rouge but make it vampires
○ Spirits of the coven but make it good→ like the speakeasy vibes from the beginning of the house
○ The Weeknd House
○ Cabaret, burlesque, gothic, nightclub, speakeasy

● We really want to set up this sense that the guests are actually food and that they’re in serious danger
● A blend of gothic, modern, and victorian decor
● Sort of like a hazy atmosphere to obscure vision slightly (if possible)

○ Add to confusion and unease
● Components: draped velvet curtains, neon red lights, bloody lace, red chandeliers
● Have a person in a cage→ like a tap vampires can drink fresh blood from

○ Scare: the actor pretends to be dead until the guests pass them, and then they like lunge out
● https://www.pedestrian.tv/style/carnival-burlesque-style-history/ 

https://www.pedestrian.tv/style/carnival-burlesque-style-history/


vibes







Beat 9 - Curtain Maze
Fleeing the carnival, guests find themselves in the wings 
of the carnival tent and being chased by vampires. The 
walls to the left and right are red curtains, and the 
alternating lights cast moving shadows that the actors 
can use to their advantage. The twist and turns of the 
pathway will disorient guests, but if they are lucky 
enough they will exit, pursued by vampires.



Curtain Room
Guests are fleeing the rave room to avoid the vampires, and go 
through the wings of the carnival tent. 

-the curtains are alternating hanging left and right

-deep red curtains, broadway vibes (for the drama)

-curtains are splattered with blood (darker than the red that the 
curtains are, but still subtle) 

-bat sounds in the background

-silhouettes behind the curtains, use lighting/shadows 

-unsettling/disorienting, scared to turn a corner 

-vampires popping out from behind the curtains



Beat 10 - Finale
Pushing past the final curtain, guests leave the dark and 
twisted hallways for a starkly lit, bright mirror room full of 
vampire mannequins. In between these statues, actors 
sit patiently until the party is close enough to ambush. 
Strobe lights fill the room, disorienting guests and 
enhancing the actors’ motions. At the other side of the 
room, a single curtain signals the exit location to the 
guests, but they must first cross this crucible of teeth and 
blood to earn their escape.



Beat 11 - Sponsor Scare
As guests exit the maze into the undressed interior, they 
will see a wall on the left with our sponsors logo on it. 
Suddenly, an actor lunges out from behind the wall at our 
guests, acting as a safety scare and a way to ensure 
patrons take notice of our benefactors.



You Have Survived



Thank you!
Any questions?


